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ABSTRACT
DESIGN, FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT OF
HYBRID FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACE (FSS)
RADOMES
O¨zkan Sag˘lam
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Vakur B. Ertu¨rk
July 2009
In modern military platforms such as ships, aircrafts and missiles, frequency
selective surfaces (FSS) are widely used for antennas and radar cross section
(RCS) reduction. The RCS of complicated objects such as antennas are diﬃcult
or impossible to control over a wide frequency range. The most eﬃcient and
cost-eﬀective approach in these situations is to shield the scattering object from
the threat radars by making use of wide-band radar absorbing material (RAM)
coating. If the object is an antenna, then obviously, the system served by this
antenna cannot operate when it is stowed. An alternate approach is to cover the
antenna with an FSS that is transparent at the antenna operating frequency, yet
opaque at the threat radar frequencies.
In this thesis, diﬀerent types of FSS structures comprising slot elements and
modiﬁed loop elements, namely single polarized loop FSS, have been investigated
intensively with their applications to hybrid FSS radomes. Their resonance
mechanisms and transmission properties are examined in detail. The main
focus of the thesis is to design a hybrid FSS radome based on diﬀerent unit
element types. Complex dielectric constant measurements are conducted as an
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input to the FSS radome design. Experimental results based on measuring the
transmission curves of fabricated radome prototypes are supported by computer
simulations. Transmission properties of the slot FSS structures and the single
polarized loop FSS structures have been compared and discussed. In contrast
with most of the published work in literature, transmission measurements are
supported by the radiation performance measurements. Adaptation of the single
polarized loop FSS radome to the slotted waveguide antenna has been achieved
without any signiﬁcant reduction in the radiation performance. The antenna
with this metallic radome has the advantage of superior mechanical durability
as well as reduced out-of-band RCS.
Keywords: Frequency Selective Surface (FSS), space ﬁlter, hybrid radome, RCS
reduction, dielectric measurement
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O¨ZET
HI˙BRI˙T FREKANS SEC¸I˙CI˙ YU¨ZEY (FSY) RADOM TASARIM,
U¨RETI˙M VE O¨LC¸U¨MU¨
O¨zkan Sag˘lam
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mu¨hendislig¯i Bo¨lu¨mu¨ Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Doc¸. Dr. Vakur B. Ertu¨rk
Temmuz 2009
Frekans sec¸ici yu¨zeyler (FSY), gemi, uc¸ak ve fu¨ze gibi modern askeri
platformlarda antenler ve radar kesit alan (RKA) azaltımı ic¸in yaygın olarak
kullanılmaktadır. Antenler gibi karmas¸ık nesnelerin radar kesit alanlarını
genis¸ bir frekans bandı boyunca kontrol altında tutabilmek epeyce zor veya
imkansızdır. Bu gibi durumlarda en verimli ve maliyeti du¨s¸u¨k yo¨ntem, sac¸ılım
yaratan nesneyi genis¸ bantlı radar sog˘urucu malzeme (RSM) kaplama ile tehdit
radarlara kars¸ı siperlemektir. Eg˘er so¨z konusu nesne anten ise; apac¸ıktır ki, bu
anten saklandıg˘ı zaman is¸levini yerine getiremez. Bas¸ka bir yaklas¸ım tarzı ise
anteni, c¸alıs¸ma frekansında saydam, tehdit radar frekanslarında opak FSY ile
kaplamaktır.
Bu tezde, yarık elemanlar ve deg˘is¸tirilmis¸ halka elemanlardan (tek kutuplu
halka FSY) olus¸an deg˘is¸ik tipte FSY yapıları hibrit radom uygulamaları ile
birlikte derinlemesine incelenmis¸tir. Rezonans frekansları ve iletim o¨zellikleri
detaylı olarak irdelenmis¸tir. Tezin esas odak noktası deg˘is¸ik birim eleman
tiplerine dayalı hibrit FSY radomlar tasarlamaktır. FSY radom tasarımına
girdi sag˘laması bakımından karmas¸ık dielektrik sabiti o¨lc¸u¨mleri yu¨ru¨tu¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r.
U¨retilen radom prototipleriyle yapılan o¨lc¸u¨m sonuc¸ları bilgisayar benzetimleriyle
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desteklenmis¸tir. Yarık ve tek kutuplu halka FSYlerin iletim o¨zellikleri
kars¸ılas¸tırılıp tartıs¸ılmıs¸tır. Literatu¨rdeki c¸og˘u c¸alıs¸madan farklı olarak,
gec¸irgenlik o¨lc¸u¨mleri ıs¸ıma performansı o¨lc¸u¨mleri ile desteklenmis¸tir. Tek
kutuplu halka FSY radomun yarıklı dalga kılavuzu antene uyarlanması anten
ıs¸ıma performansında kayda deg˘er bir azalma olmaksızın bas¸arılmıs¸tır. Metal
radom sayesinde anten, u¨stu¨n mekanik mukavemet ve bant dıs¸ı RKA azaltımı
avantajlarına sahiptir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Frekans Sec¸ici Yu¨zey (FSY), uzay ﬁltre, hibrit radom, RKA
azaltımı, dielektrik o¨lc¸u¨mu¨
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) have been the subject of intensive
investigation for their widespread applications as spatial microwave and optical
ﬁlters for more than four decades [1]-[6]. Frequency selective surfaces are usually
constructed from periodically arranged metallic patches of arbitrary geometries
or their complimentary geometry having aperture elements similar to patches
within a metallic screen. These surfaces exhibit total reﬂection or transmission,
for the patches and apertures, respectively, in the neighborhood of the element
resonances. The most important step in the design process of a desired FSS is
the proper choice of constituting elements for the array. The element type and
geometry, the substrate parameters, the presence or absence of superstrates, and
inter-element spacing generally determine the overall frequency response of the
structure, such as its bandwidth, transfer function, and its dependence on the
incidence angle and polarization. Although conceptually similar to a classical
microwave ﬁlter, it should be emphasized that a space filter is inherently much
more complicated. First of all, a classical ﬁlter merely has a pair of input and
output terminals and only the frequency is varied at the input while the response
at the output is recorded. A space ﬁlter, on the other hand, has the incident ﬁeld
arriving at various angles of incidence as well as polarizations. This fact has a
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profound eﬀect on the transmission properties; in short, the transmission curve
will change dramatically unless carefully designed. The shapes and conﬁgurations
that can be chosen for the FSS elements are limited only by the imagination of
the designer.
Figure 1.1: Perspective of a Crossed-dipole Periodic Array
The unique properties and practical uses of frequency selective surfaces
realized over many years have produced an extensive body of work within both
academic and industrial sectors. Historically, the essential behavior of these
surfaces stems from meshes and strip gratings concepts exploited in the optical
regime. At microwave frequencies, the applications of FSSs are predominantly
for antenna systems in ﬁxed as well as mobile services. Published reports of basic
properties of simple structures in the cm-wave region go back as far as 1946 [7]-[8],
although the name FSS was not used until much later on. Planar and curved
FSSs are used for a variety of applications including design of antenna radomes,
dichroic surfaces for reﬂectors and subreﬂectors of large aperture antennas, or
even absorbers [9]. More sophisticated FSSs with multiple resonances [10] have
been designed and reported in the literature with the advent of computational
electromagnetics codes that began in the 1980’s [11]. More recently, advanced
methods based on method of moments (MoM), ﬁnite element method (FEM),
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and ﬁnite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) with periodic boundary conditions
have made the design process of FSSs substantially easier. In [12], self-similarity
characteristics of fractal geometries are exploited for the design of a dual-band
FSS. In [13], design of a reconﬁgurable frequency selective surface with traditional
elements integrated with RF MEMS switches operating at Ka-band is reported.
Also the application of ferroelectric substrates for tuning the surface frequency
behavior is considered in [14]. The use of superconductors in the design of very
low loss FSSs is comprehensively studied in [15].
In modern military platforms such as ships, aircrafts and missiles, frequency
selective surfaces are widely used for antennas and radar cross section (RCS)
reduction. The RCSs of complicated objects such as antennas are diﬃcult or
impossible to control over a wide frequency range [16]. The most eﬃcient and
cost-eﬀective approach in these situations is to shield the scattering object from
the threat radar. This can be accomplished by retracting the object and covering
the cavity in which it is housed with a shutter. If the object is an antenna,
then, obviously, the system served by this antenna cannot operate when it
is stowed. An alternate approach is to cover the antenna with an FSS that
is transparent at the antenna operating frequency, yet opaque at the threat
radar frequency. Considering the shape and structural constraints of military
platforms, the antenna and the FSS radome should be carefully designed as an
integrated module such that the module should have the radiation performance
of the antenna, and the ﬁltering performance for anti-interference and low RCS.
Otherwise, a bad design such as setting up the antenna behind an FSS radome
blindly may lead to an increase in the RCS, a degradation of the radiation
performance of the antenna as well as its impedance matching properties, strong
undesired electromagnetic interference (that may destroy the whole electronics
of the system), etc.
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In literature very few papers can be found about an integrated design of
antenna and FSS radome. Structural integration of antenna and an FSS structure
was ﬁrstly reported in [17]. But in [17] FSS was used only to enhance the
antenna radiation eﬃciency due to its high impedance characteristic. Multilayer
FSS combined with open-end waveguide radiator arrays have been presented in
[18]-[20], in which only ﬁltering performance of the integrated module has been
investigated using multi mode equivalent network method.
The aim of this thesis is to propose a metallic hybrid radome formed as a
composite multi-layered structure utilizing frequency selective conductive sheets.
The idea is based on employing slot type resonant elements periodically on a
conducting sheet. This structure is expected to behave like a band-pass ﬁlter.
Because, the overall structure is transparent to electromagnetic waves at the
resonant frequency of the slot elements with a certain bandwidth and is opaue
to electromagnetic waves outside this bandwidth. Moreover, the band-pass ﬁlter
characteristics required in this thesis are to have an almost ﬂat top at the pass
band and to have a fast roll-oﬀ. Thus, two periodic surfaces are cascaded behind
each other by optimizing the coupling between the layers. Besides, the use of
outer dielectric strata provides constant bandwidth characteristic over a wide
range of angle of incidence. The intermediate dielectric layer has an eﬀective
dielectric function selected to achieve a critical array coupling between the FSS
layers. Dielectric properties of both the outer and the intermediate layers are
measured initially for their accurate modeling throughout the FSS radome design.
In this thesis, frequency selective surfaces based on diﬀerent unit elements
are designed, simulated, fabricated and tested. Frequency responses of the FSSs
and possible eﬀects on the radiation performance of the antenna, to be covered
with FSS radome, are examined in a comparative manner. In contrast to most of
the published works in the open literature, in addition to free-space transmission
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measurements of the fabricated FSS, we present the measured radiation patterns
of a slotted waveguide array (SWGA) covered with the designed FSS radome.
In Chapter 2, a detailed investigation of periodic surfaces including their
resonance mechanisms, analysis method and some unit element types are
provided. Chapter 3 presents some material measurement methods one of
which we use for the characterization of dielectric materials to be used in FSS
structures. The free-space dielectric measurement setup is explained in detail
along with the implemented advanced calibration techniques. In Chapter 4,
numerical and experimental ﬁlter characteristics of diﬀerent FSS prototypes are
provided with a comparative analysis of their frequency responses. The radiation
pattern measurements of a slotted waveguide antenna with/without FSS radome
prototypes carried out in the near-ﬁeld test range are presented in Chapter 5.
Eﬀects of FSS radome to the antenna radiation performance are investigated for
all radome prototypes comparatively. An ejwt time convension is used, where
w = 2πf with f being the operating frequency.
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Chapter 2
Overview of Periodic Surfaces
2.1 Introduction
A periodic surface is basically an assembly of identical elements arranged in a one-
or two-dimensional array [9]. Fundamentally, any periodic array can be excited in
two ways: by an incident plane wave (passive array), or by individual generators
connected to each element (active array). FSSs are essentially passive array
structures which consist of thin conducting elements, often printed on a dielectric
substrate for support. They behave as passive electromagnetic ﬁlters for incoming
plane waves. Frequently, these arrays take the form of periodic apertures in a
conducting plane, Babinet’s complement of the former. Figure 2.1 shows a typical
reﬂection coeﬃcient response of an array of dipoles/slots, whereby polarized
incident waves are reﬂected/transmitted by the surface at some frequencies,
whilst the surface is transparent/opaque to these waves at other frequencies.
For the conducting (dipole) array case the resonance is due to high element
currents induced, which are small near the pass-band. The surface is acting like
a metallic sheet at resonance. If an array of apertures (slots) is to be used,
this perforated screen is mostly reﬂective and exhibits a pass-band at resonance
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Figure 2.1: Typical frequency response for array of dipoles (red) vs. slots (blue)
which results from strong ﬁelds in the apertures. Throughout this work, we will
mostly give emphasis to the aperture array case since FSS will be implemented
as a band-pass radome enclosing the antenna.
In this thesis, unit-cell simulation, which is available in CST Microwave
Studio R© 2008 commercial software [36], is employed for the analysis of periodic
FSS structures.
2.2 The Unit Cell Approach
In this section, a brief explanation of method of analysis for FSSs is presented. As
mentioned before, FSSs are periodic arrangements of metallic patches of arbitrary
geometries or their complimentary geometries having aperture elements similar
to patches within a metallic screen. Taking the two dimensional periodicity
into account, the analysis of FSS structures is simpliﬁed by use of the Floquet’s
theorem.
Consider the two dimensional infinite×infinite periodic dipole array shown
in Figure 2.2. We will denote each inﬁnite column by a number q, and each
inﬁnite row by a number m. The inter-element spacings in the x-direction (Dx)
are the same for all rows, and inter-element spacings in the z-direction (Dz) are
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the same for all columns. The array is planar in both x- and z-directions with
all elements identical to each other.
Figure 2.2: An infinite×infinite periodic structure with inter-element spacings
Dx and Dz and element length 2l
If this structure is exposed to an incident plane wave propagating in the
direction
sˆ = xˆsx + yˆsy + zˆsz, (2.1)
it will induce the current Iqm in the element of column q and row m. The
amplitude of all the element currents will be the same, while their phases will
match the phase of the incident ﬁeld. The element current in column q and row
m will be,
Iqm = I0,0e
−jβqDxsxe−jβmDzsz (2.2)
as a direct consequence of Floquet’s theorem [21] which is outlined in
Appendix A.
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In this thesis, unit-cell simulation, which is available in CST Microwave
Studio R© 2008 commercial software [36], is employed for the analysis of periodic
FSS structures. CST Microwave Studio R© is a 3D full wave solver utilizing
ﬁnite integration method. Periodic boundary condition (PBC) together with
Floquet’s theorem enables us to analyze only one constituting element of the
array as if there were inﬁnite periodic elements. This reference element is named
as unit-cell, therefore, periodic boundary condition together with phase shifts
between the neighboring cells is sometimes called as unit-cell boundary. In the
unit-cell simulation, we illuminate the FSS with a plane wave from the front and
compute the transmission coeﬃcient through the FSS (also reﬂection coeﬃcient
oﬀ the FSS), applying the unit-cell boundary condition to the four sides of FSS
and radiation boundaries to the front and back of the unit-cell.
Figure 2.3 shows the simulation view of two FSS layers printed on a dielectric
slab and separated by air gaps in between. The unit-cell boundaries are applied
in x- and y-directions implying that the structure is of inﬁnite extent in these
directions. The incident plane wave propagates in the z-direction. As well as
normal incident plane waves, oblique incident plane waves can also be impinged
on the structure.
Since we analyze only the unit-cell rather than the array itself, this method
oﬀers a quick way to compute the frequency response of FSS conﬁgurations
of interest. For this reason, we adopt the unit-cell approach to simulate the
characteristics of FSSs in this thesis.
2.3 Shaping The Resonant Curve
Ordinary periodic surfaces exhibit perfect reﬂection or transmission only at
the resonance frequency determined by geometrical properties of unit elements.
Filter selectivity of these surfaces are in general inadequate and spectral shaping
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of unit-cell boundaries
they oﬀer is poor. However, many applications such as radomes call for a resonant
curve with a ﬂat top and sharper roll-oﬀ. Munk, who has been the guru of FSS
technology since early 1970s, advises two ways to accomplish this goal [9]:
• Cascading two or more periodic surfaces behind each other without
dielectrics.
• Using dielectric slabs between cascading periodic surfaces, which leads to
the so-called hybrid periodic surfaces.
2.3.1 Single vs. Multilayer Periodic Surfaces
The reﬂection of a plane wave from an array of loaded or unloaded dipoles was
determined in [5] using a mutual impedance approach. Munk et al. [6] further
extended this method to include two parallel displaced arrays of loaded dipoles.
An improved band-stop ﬁlter characteristics can be obtained by mounting two
arrays behind each other.
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As a consequence of Babinet’s principle and duality, it is well known from
electromagnetic theory that the complement of a planar metallic structure can
be obtained by replacing the metal parts of the original structure with apertures,
and apertures with metal plates. If the metal plate is inﬁnitesimally thin and
perfectly conducting then the apertures behave as perfect magnetic conductors.
Since the dipoles in [5]-[6] are inﬁnitesimally thin and perfectly conducting, we
can by duality theorem replace these dipoles with complementary slots and obtain
transmission curves similar to the reﬂection curves of [5]. Furthermore, cascading
these slot arrays properly as outlined in [6], we shall attain enhanced band-pass
ﬁlter characteristics.
Figure 2.4: Cascaded slot arrays with dimensions dx = dy = 15mm, l = 12mm,
t = 1.2mm, d0 = 7mm
Figure 2.4 shows an example of two periodic slot arrays cascaded behind
each other separated by a distance d0. Note that the electric ﬁeld is polarized
perpendicular to the slots and the magnetic ﬁeld is in the direction of the slots
as a result of duality.
Investigation of transmission curves in Figure 2.5 evidently shows that the
double layer slot array has a much ﬂatter top and faster roll-oﬀ as compared to
the single layer. It is critical to pay utmost attention to the coupling between
the layers so as to obtain the best spectral shaping required for a particular
11
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Figure 2.5: Transmission response for single vs. double layer slot arrays
application. In addition to this, the arrays must be well arranged in line because
displaced arrays in E- or H-plane can yield transmission loss at resonance [6].
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Figure 2.6: Transmission response for diﬀerent separations
The transmission coeﬃcient for double layer slot arrays has been analyzed for
diﬀerent array separations in order to ﬁnd out the best ﬁlter curve. The single
layer slot array has a resonance frequency of f0 ≈ 12GHz, which corresponds
to a wavelength of λ ≈ 25mm. Results presented in Figure 2.6 reveal that a
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ﬂat top and sharp roll-oﬀ in the frequency response can be obtained for d0 =
6mm. As a result, the best ﬁlter curve for identical arrays is obtained when the
electrical separation between the two arrays equals λ/4 (i.e., Butterworth). Since
the electrical spacing between the arrays changes as the cosine of the angle of
incidence, the present conﬁguration is unable to provide an optimum ﬁlter curve
for a wide range of incidence angles.
2.3.2 Dielectric Loading of Periodic Surfaces
Observations in the last section demonstrate that a resonant curve with a ﬂat
top and faster roll-oﬀ can be attained by cascading two slot arrays with an
electrical spacing of λ/4 (or slightly less). However, this double layer slot array
conﬁguration without dielectric loading is inadequate in maintaining a constant
bandwidth and resonant frequency for diﬀerent angles of incidence.
Since the end of 1970s, the applications of rectangular slot elements were
severely limited because of the change in resonant frequency and bandwidth
with incidence angle. In 1978, Luebbers et al. [22] utilized a modal analysis
solution which included the eﬀects of dielectric slabs on both sides of the array
and demonstrated that the dielectric eﬀects can, with proper design, reduce or
eliminate the unwanted changes in resonant frequency and bandwidth.
Figure 2.7 shows a single periodic surface provided with dielectric slabs of
equal thickness and dielectric constant on each side. With such a surface we can
obtain a bandwidth that is considerably larger than that of a single structure. In
practice, dielectric slabs are used as supporting structures mainly for mechanical
reasons since there is no free-standing array in real life.
The presence of dielectric medium around a periodic surface can profoundly
change its resonant frequency. If the periodic structure had been completely
surrounded by an inﬁnite dielectric material of inﬁnite extent and with relative
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Figure 2.7: A single slotted surface with dielectric slabs on both sides
dielectric constant r, it is easy to see from Maxwell’s equations that the resonant
frequency will reduce in frequency with the factor
√
r, as shown in Figure 2.8. If
the extent of the inﬁnite dielectric is reduced into dielectric slabs of a small, ﬁnite
thickness 2d, the resonant frequency will change to somewhere between f0 and
f0/
√
r. It is interestingly observed from Figure 2.8 that even for slab thicknesses
as small as d ∼ 0.05λ, the resonant frequency is fairly close to f0/√r.
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Figure 2.8: Eﬀect of dielectric on the resonant frequency. Single layer slot array
with d = 1mm dielectric slabs of various r on both sides
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Although the resonant frequency shifts downwards with dielectric loading,
this can be compensated by properly tuning the unit element parameters so that
total transmission is shifted upwards to the original resonant frequency.
The main role of dielectric slabs on both side of the periodic surface is to
maintain constant bandwidth and resonant frequency with changing angles of
incidence as mentioned above. In order to investigate the eﬀect of dielectric
loading on the stabilization of bandwidth and resonant frequency, the periodic
slot array in Figure 2.7 (with/without dielectric slabs) is illuminated with a plane
wave of diﬀerent incident angles. Figure 2.9 shows the transmission curves for
diﬀerent angles of incidence in the E-plane for the free-standing slot array with
inter-element spacings dx = dy = 15mm, slot length l = 12mm and slot thickness
t = 1.2mm.
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Figure 2.9: Transmission curves for the array of slots for diﬀerent angles of
incidence in E-plane
When the same slot array is loaded on both sides with dielectric slabs
of thickness d = 1mm and relative dielectric constant r = 4, the following
transmission curves are obtained.
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Figure 2.10: Transmission curves for the dielectric loaded slot array for diﬀerent
angles of incidence in E-plane
The resonant frequency of free-standing slot array shifts downwards as the
angle of incidence increases whereas it is constant for wide range of incident
angles when the array is loaded with dielectrics.
Resonant Frequency (GHz)
Angle of Incidence (deg) Free-Standing Array Dielectric Loaded Array
E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane
0 11.94 11.94 6.84 6.84
15 11.79 11.98 6.83 6.80
30 11.43 11.94 6.87 6.79
45 10.88 11.66 6.87 6.80
60 10.44 11.16 6.96 6.82
Table 2.1: Resonant frequencies of free-standing array vs. dielectric loaded array
with slab thickness d = 1mm and relative permittivity r = 4 on both sides
The last two columns of Table 2.1 clearly shows the stabilization of resonant
frequency of dielectric loaded slot array for both E-plane and H-plane scans.
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2.3.3 Real Hybrid Periodic Structures
In Section 2.3.1, the periodic surfaces have been cascaded without any dielectrics
to obtain a transmission curve with a ﬂat top and sharper roll-oﬀ. It has been
concluded that multilayer slot array of Figure 2.4 has a transmission curve with
a ﬂat top and fast roll-oﬀ compared to that of a single layer slot array. However,
frequency characteristics of multilayer slot arrays change dramatically as the
angle of incident wave changes. Furthermore; in Section 2.3.2, it has been shown
that resonant frequency as well as bandwidth of a periodic surface can be kept
constant for diﬀerent incident angles by use of dielectric slabs.
Figure 2.11: Cross section of the hybrid FSS radome
In this thesis, we will demonstrate a speciﬁc design that is comprised of two
frequency selective surfaces sandwiched between three dielectric slabs as shown in
Figure 2.11. With this proﬁle, we can realize hybrid FSS radomes with high ﬁlter
selectivity (i.e., fast roll-oﬀ and ﬂat top) as well as constant resonant frequency
and bandwidth with angle of incidence. The dielectric proﬁle plays an important
role in the design of hybrid radomes in maintaining constant bandwidth and ﬂat
top in the frequency response. Each dielectric slab in Figure 2.11 serves a speciﬁc
purpose: The two outer ones preferably should be identical and are responsible
for providing a constant bandwidth and resonant frequency for varying angle of
incidence. Similarly the slab in the middle determines the ﬂatness of the passband
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of the transmission curve. It must be selected such that critical array coupling is
achieved. Finally, the FSS determines the bandwidth and the resonant frequency
of the overall structure.
2.4 Comparative Investigation of Element Types
The choice of the unit element plays a crucial role when designing a band-pass
or band-stop FSS. Some elements are inherently more broad banded or more
narrow-banded than others, while some can be varied considerably by design.
Also the inter-element spacings as well as the element type can signiﬁcantly
change the bandwidth of an FSS: A larger spacing will in general produce a
narrower bandwidth and vice versa.
The most common unit element types can be classiﬁed in groups as shown in
Figure 2.12 [9].
In this section we will present a comparative investigation of the most
common element types with their theory of operation, resonance mechanism
and characterization via parametric study.
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Figure 2.12: Typical element types arranged in groups [9]
2.4.1 Slot (Dipole) Types
The group of center connected elements (N-poles) include the simple straight
element (dipole), three-legged element (also named as tripole), anchor element,
Jerusalem cross and the square spiral. We will give most emphasis to the slot
element since it is the Babinet complement of dipole element which is the basis
for most of the other element types.
Figure 2.13: Unit cell of a slot FSS with electric ﬁeld lines on the aperture
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Similar to a dipole antenna, a dipole FSS resonates when the element is
half-wavelength. By Babinet’s principle, a slot FSS with slot length l has a
resonant frequency around:
fc =
1
2l
√
μ
(2.3)
Eﬀect of slot length on the resonant frequency is shown in Figure 2.14 for a
free-standing single layer slot FSS. The resonant frequency shifts downwards as
the length of slot is increased. Furthermore, the bandwidth can be increased to
some extent by increasing the slot thickness. This is an expected result since
it is well known from antenna theory that the bandwidth of a dipole generally
increases with wire radius. The same is true for a slot (dipole) FSS as shown in
Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.14: Variation of transmission with slot length (dx = dy = 15mm, t =
1.2mm)
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Figure 2.15: Variation of transmission with slot thickness (l = 12mm, dx = dy =
15mm)
Figure 2.16 shows the variation of transmission curves with inter-element
spacings dx and dy. As a direct consequence of Floquet’s theorem, the phases
of the induced magnetic currents change with angle of incidence as indicated in
(2.2). Furthermore, the mutual coupling between the elements decreases as we
increase the inter-element spacings. However, large inter-element spacings will
lead to early onset of grating lobes. Grating lobes are unwanted transmissions
occuring when the phase delay between two neighboring elements equals a
multiple of 2π [9]. Note in Figure 2.16 that the transmission curve for dx =
dy = 20mm has a grating lobe around 19.5GHz. In order to avoid early onset
of grating lobes, the inter-element spacings must be chosen rather low. By this
way, the bandwidth may also be enhanced as clearly seen in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Variation of transmission with inter-element spacing (l = 12mm,
t = 1.2mm)
2.4.2 Loop Types
The group of loop type elements are comprised of four-legged loaded element,
three-legged loaded element, circular loop, square loop and hexagonal loop
as seen in Figure 2.12 [9]. Among these elements square loop is the most
suitable element to deal with because other elements (especially circular loop) will
require more precise fabrication than square loop. Available mechanical etching
techniques lose their precision for dimensions less than one-third of a millimeter
and may cause signiﬁcant discrepancies between simulated and measured results
for circular or other type of loop elements.
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Figure 2.17: Unit cell of a loop FSS
The unit cell of a typical loop FSS is shown in Figure 2.17. The loop FSS
is a polarization independent structure supporting both vertical, horizontal and
circular polarizations.
The simplest way to ﬁgure out the working principle of a loop FSS is to
consider the loop as a combination of an aperture (l × l) loaded with a patch
((l − 2t) × (l − 2t)) inside. For a vertically polarized incident electric ﬁeld, the
surface can be visualized as composed of inﬁnitely long vertical rods leading to
an inductive eﬀect. The horizontal bars and patches inside the loops will act
like capacitors in parallel with the inductors. At resonance we therefore obtain
perfect transmission. The resonant frequency may be varied by tuning the edge
length and thickness of the loop shown in Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.18: Variation of transmission with edge length of loop (dx = dy = 15mm,
t = 1.5mm)
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Figure 2.19: Variation of transmission with loop thickness (l = 9mm, dx = dy =
15mm)
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Resonant frequency shifts downwards with increased edge length similar to
the slot case. However, change of thickness has a completely diﬀerent eﬀect
on slot and loop FSSs. It is concluded from Figure 2.19 that the resonant
frequency increases when the thickness of the loop is increased. This result
is evident when the FSS is envisioned as an equivalent LC network. The relevant
conductors surrounding the loop and inside the loop act like a capacitor. When
the thickness of the loop is decreased, these conductors come closer and the
equivalent capacitance is boosted. Therefore, the resonant frequency moves down
with increased capacitance.
Figure 2.19 also reveals that the grating lobes around 24GHz does not depend
on loop thickness because they are only consequence of large inter-element
spacings. For large inter-element spacings, the grating lobe occurs at a lower
frequency because the phase delay between adjacent elements becomes a multiple
of 2π. If the elements are brought closer, the onset of grating lobes can be pushed
upwards as seen in Figure 2.20.
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2.4.3 Patch Types
This group of elements include plates of simple shapes such as squares, hexagons,
circular disks for the reﬂecting case and their complementary geometries of
apertures for the transparent case. This class of surfaces leads to element
dimensions close to λ/2; that is, the inter-element spacing must be somewhat
large leading to early onset of grating lobes for oblique angles of incidence. A
square aperture can be viewed as a special case of square loop where the loop
thickness is increased until there is no patch inside it. In that case the capacitance
between the conductors will be very small due to large separations. A square
aperture FSS without any loading can never resonate at the operating frequency
of a loop FSS with same dimensions.
The patch (plate) types without any form of loading are the least favorite
family of elements in FSS design due to their big geometries.
2.4.4 Comparison of Elements
Frequency responses of FSSs based on diﬀerent unit element types are
comparatively investigated. Slot element is studied in the sense that it will
constitute a basis for other type of elements. The slot FSS resonates when
the slots are half-wavelength and an incident electric ﬁeld in the direction
perpendicular to the slot is incident on the surface. The resonant frequency
shifts downwards as the length of slot increases, and the bandwidth extends with
thickness of the slot.
In the case of the loop FSS, for a vertically/horizontally polarized electric
ﬁeld, inﬁnitely long rods between the adjacent loops act like an inductor. The
gaps between the conductors surrounding the loop and inside the loop behave
like a capacitor. Thus, the overall structure has an LC behavior having perfect
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transmission at resonance. Similar to slot FSS, the resonant frequency of the loop
FSS shifts downwards as the edge length of the loop increases. The bandwidth
increases by increasing thickness as in the slot FSS case. However, the resonant
frequency is not constant as in the slot case. Since the capacitance due to the
gaps of the loop changes with thickness, the resonant frequency moves up when
the thickness of the loop is increased.
The resonant frequency is almost constant when the inter-element spacing
is changed in both FSS topologies. An important conclusion is that, large
inter-element spacings lead to early onset of grating lobes, no matter what type
of element. Therefore, a quality element must be small in terms of wavelength
so that the inter-element spacing can be kept small. The size of the loop element
is typically 0.3λ whereas the slot element is λ/2 long. The slot FSS in addition
cannot oﬀer as wide bandwidth as loop FSS can.
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Chapter 3
Measurement of Dielectric
Properties of Materials
3.1 Introduction
Every material has a unique set of parameters depending on its dielectric
properties. A material is classiﬁed as ’dielectric’ if it has the ability to store
energy when an external electric ﬁeld is applied [23], [24]. For an external electric
ﬁeld E, the electric displacement (electric ﬂux density) is:
D = E (3.1)
where  = 0r is the absolute permittivity, r is the relative permittivity and
0 =
1
36π
× 10−7 F/m is the free-space permittivity and E is the electric ﬁeld.
Permittivity describes the interaction of a material with an electric ﬁeld E
and is a complex quantity:
r =

0
= ′r − j′′r (3.2)
The real part of permittivity (′r) is a measure of how much energy is stored in a
material from an external electric ﬁeld. The imaginary part of permittivity (′′r)
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is the loss factor and a measure of how dissipative or lossy a material is to an
external electric ﬁeld. The imaginary part of permittivity (′′r) is always greater
than zero and much smaller than the real part (′r). The loss tangent or tan δ is
deﬁned as the ratio of the imaginary part of the dielectric constant to the real
part:
tanδ =
′′r
′r
=
Energy Lost per Cycle
Energy Stored per Cycle
(3.3)
Analogous to permittivity, permeability (μ) describes the interaction of a
material with an external magnetic ﬁeld and is a complex quantity with real
part (μ′) representing energy storage term and imaginary part (μ′′) representing
the energy loss term. Relative permeability (μr) is the permeability relative to
free space:
μr =
μ
μ0
= μ′r − jμ′′r (3.4)
where μ0 = 4π × 10−7 H/m.
Most of the materials in real life are non-magnetic, making the permeability
very close to the permeability of free space. Materials exhibiting appreciable
magnetic properties such as iron, cobalt, nickel and their alloys are some
exceptions for this case; however, all materials, on the other hand, have
dielectric properties, so the focus of this chapter will mostly be on permittivity
measurements.
In this chapter, a comparative investigation of several material dielectric
measurement techniques is provided in Section 3.2. Since the dielectric properties
of a material are not constant and change with frequency, temperature, pressure,
orientation etc; accurate modeling of these properties is crucial. Section 3.3
presents a more detailed explanation of the measurement setup we have
constructed for the characterization of materials to be used in frequency selective
surface (FSS) design.
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3.2 Measurement Techniques
Accurate measurement of the dielectric properties of a material can provide
scientists and engineers with valuable information to properly incorporate the
material into its intended application for more solid designs or to monitor a
manufacturing process for improved quality control.
A dielectric material measurement is worthwhile for providing critical design
parameters for many electronics applications. For example, the impedance of a
substrate, the loss of a cable insulator, the frequency of a dielectric resonator
can be related to its dielectric properties. The information is also beneﬁcial
for improving absorber and radome designs. In this manner, the constitutive
parameters of materials need to be measured accurately and characterized
well throughout the design in order to minimize the discrepancies between the
measurements and simulations.
The most commonly used dielectric measurement techniques include coaxial
probe method, transmission line method, free-space method, resonant cavity
method and the method of parallel plates [25].
3.2.1 Coaxial Probe Method
A coaxial probe dielectric measurement system seen in Figure 3.1 typically
consists of a network or impedance analyzer, a coaxial probe (also called dielectric
probe) and software. An external computer is needed to control the network
analyzer through GP-IB cable. For the PNA family network analyzers of Agilent
Technologies, the software can be installed directly in the analyzer and there is
no need for an external computer.
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Figure 3.1: Coaxial Probe System [26]
The coaxial probe is a cut-oﬀ section of an open-ended transmission line. The
material is measured by immersing the probe into a liquid or ﬂanging it to the
ﬂat surface of a solid (or powder) material. The ﬁelds at the probe end penetrate
into the material and change as they come into contact with the MUT (material
under test). The reﬂected signal (S11) is measured and related to r [27].
The coaxial probe technique is best for liquids and semi-solids. It is convenient
over a wide frequency range, from 200MHz up to 50GHz; however, it is not well
suited to low loss or magnetic materials.
3.2.2 Transmission Line Method
A transmission line system consists of a network analyzer and a sample
holder connected between the two ports of the analyzer. Transmission line
method involves placing the material under test inside a portion of an enclosed
transmission line. The transmission line is usually a section of rectangular
waveguide or coaxial airline as seen in Figure 3.2. Permittivity and permeability
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are calculated from the measurement of the reﬂected signal (S11) and transmitted
signal (S21).
Figure 3.2: Transmission Line System and Samples [26]
Transmission line method is a broadband technique with high accuracy;
however, it requires very precise machining of the material to ﬁt the cross section
of a coaxial or waveguide airline.
3.2.3 Free Space Method
A free space dielectric measurement system shown in Figure 3.3 consists of a
network analyzer and the material positioned on a sample holder between two
antennas facing each other.
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Figure 3.3: Free Space System [26]
The free space method uses two antennas to focus electromagnetic energy
at a slab of material on a sample holder. Permittivity is calculated from the
measurements of transmission through and/or reﬂection oﬀ the material.
Free space method is the most widely used non-contacting method among the
dielectric measurement techniques. The free space method oﬀers the advantage
of the characterization of not only dielectric materials but also magnetic and
anisotropic materials at microwave frequencies [28],[29]. The disadvantage of
the free space method is the complexity of the free space calibration standards
because they are ’connector-less’. Errors from diﬀraction eﬀects at the sample
edges and multiple reﬂections between antennas can reduce the accuracy of this
method. These errors may be eliminated by use of a quasi-optical measurement
systems in which optical lenses are used to focus the wave into a smaller section
of the sample [30],[31]. Alternatively, advanced calibration techniques that will
be explained in detail in Section 3.3.1 can be employed.
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3.2.4 Resonant Cavity Method
A resonant cavity system shown in Figure 3.4 consists of a network analyzer
and a resonant cavity connected between two ports of the analyzer with coaxial
cables.
Figure 3.4: Resonant Cavity System [26]
Resonant cavities are high Q structures that resonate at a certain frequencies.
A piece of sample material changes the center frequency (fc) and the quality
factor (Q) of the cavity. From these parameters, complex permittivity(r) and
complex permeability (μr) of a sample material with known physical dimensions
can be calculated at a single frequency [24]. The most common application
of this method is inserting a piece of sample through a hole on a rectangular
waveguide [25]. For a permittivity measurement, the sample must be placed in
a maximum electric ﬁeld and for a permeability measurement in a maximum
magnetic ﬁeld. If the sample is inserted through a hole in the middle of the
waveguide length, then an odd number of half wavelengths (n=2k+1) will bring
the maximum electric ﬁeld to the sample location, so that dielectric properties
of the sample can be measured [32]. An even number of half wavelengths (n=2k)
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will bring the maximum magnetic ﬁeld to the sample location and the magnetic
properties of the sample can be measured.
With its high accuracy, resonant cavity is the best method for very low-loss
materials; however, it is still subject to errors. The network analyzer must have
excellent frequency resolution to measure very small changes in the quality factor
of the resonator [25]. The main disadvantage of resonant cavity method is the
diﬃculty to precisely manufacture the samples.
3.2.5 Parallel Plate Method
The parallel plate capacitor method involves sandwiching a thin slab of material
between two electrodes to form a capacitor. An LCR meter or impedance
analyzer is used to measure the capacitance from which dielectric properties
can be extracted. The parallel plate method is very accurate and typically used
for frequencies lower than 1GHz [26].
3.3 Free Space Dielectric Measurement Setup
In this section, the free space dielectric measurement setup we constructed
is explained in detail together with the measurement method, calibration
techniques and measurement results.
In order to measure and characterize the dielectric properties of the materials
to be used in FSS design, we assembled a free-space dielectric measurement setup
as seen in Figure 3.5. The setup consists of an Agilent PNA series network
analyzer, two X-band constant gain horn antennas, a sample holder and coaxial
cables connecting the antennas to the ports of the network analyzer. There is no
need for an external computer since the software is installed on the analyzer. The
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antennas and the sample holder is placed on a metallic ﬂat surface covered by
absorbers. The antennas are aligned to transfer maximum power to each other.
Figure 3.5: Free Space Dielectric Measurement Setup
There are two important factors in determining the antenna type, distance
between the antennas and the dimensions of the sample holder. Firstly, the
electromagnetic waves radiated by the antennas should penetrate into the
material as plane waves. To achieve this, the separation between the sample
holder and each antenna should be large enough to satisfy the far-ﬁeld criterion
for the antennas. However, it has been observed by measurements that shorter
distances can also yield accurate results. The optimum distance should be
determined by trial and error. The other requirement is that, the sample holder
should enclose the main beam of the antenna so as to minimize the reﬂections
from the edges of the sample holder. Residual reﬂections are eliminated by
absorber lining throughout the surfaces of the mounting plate and the sample
holder. In addition to these; the sample holder must be parallel to the apertures
of the antennas to ensure normal incidence of plane waves on the material.
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3.3.1 Free Space Calibration
Calibration procedure for a free space measurement is challenging with
respect to other measurement methods because the calibration standards are
’connector-less’. In addition to a conventional 2-port calibration, free space
calibration must also be performed to shift the reference plane to the surface
of the slab under test. For free space calibration, we use advanced Gated
Reﬂect Line (GRL) calibration technique which is included in Agilent 85071E
Material Measurement Software[33]. Before the GRL calibration, a full two-port
calibration is performed at the end of the coaxial cables to be connected to
antennas. The ﬁrst step of the free space calibration is to ﬁnd out the location
of the sample holder in time domain. The rays diﬀracted from the edges of
the sample holder travel more distance–thus spend more time– than the direct
rays passing through the material. Therefore, the eﬀect of these rays can be
eliminated by applying a time domain gating which will ensure that we only deal
with the direct rays passing through the material. The ’time domain’ function of
the network analyzer is used to trace S11 as a function of time. S11 is traced both
when the sample holder is empty and a metal plate exist on the sample holder.
When these traces are compared, the reﬂected pulse from the metal plate can be
observed and this gives the location of the sample holder in time domain (See
Figure 3.6).
Once the location of the sample holder is determined, a time domain gating
should be applied there in order to eliminate the reﬂections other than the
material. There are four types of ﬁlters for gating: minimum, normal, wide and
maximum–in the order of sharpness. The unwanted reﬂections are ﬁltered out
and this operation is called gating, corresponding to the word ’gated ’ in GRL
(Gated Reﬂect Line). In frequency domain, ﬁlters with sharp transition can
cause ripples in band, whereas ﬁlters with smooth transition can be the source of
distortion at the edges of the band while minimizing the in-band ripples. Filter
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Figure 3.6: A typical S11 plot indicating the location of the sample holder in
time domain
type must be chosen by considering the material type and measurement band.
The normal type ﬁlter is selected for X-band material measurements. The gating
width should be the same as the duration of the reﬂected pulse from the metal
plate in time domain. In general, 1-2nsec gives the best results.
Having obtained the time domain gating parameters, a metal plate with ﬂat
surface and known thickness is placed on the sample holder, S-parameters are
measured and stored by the software. This step corresponds to the word ’reflect ’
in GRL. Then the metal plate is removed and same measurements are performed
with empty ﬁxture. This step is the ’line’ in GRL and the calibration process is
completed.
There are several factors aﬀecting the quality of the free space calibration.
The most important is the beamwidth of the antennas and whether the sample
holder encloses the main beam at all or not. Ideally, it is expected that the waves
radiated by the ﬁrst antenna should reach the other with no reﬂections. This
is impossible in practice thus the reﬂections from the empty ﬁxture should be
minimized. To achieve this, antennas can be brought closer to each other with
the necessity of the plane wave model in mind. A more expensive but accurate
way is to use spot focussed lens horn antennas which can illuminate a small
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portion of the material but not the edges of the sample holder [31]. In order to
increase the quality of the calibration, we have covered the sample holder and
supporting structure with wideband radar absorbing materials (RAM) which can
eﬀectively eliminate the reﬂections when backed by a metallic surface.
3.3.2 Measurements & Results
Having the free space calibration completed, the setup is ready for material
measurements. The material with known thickness is ﬁxed on the sample holder
and the S-parameters are measured. The material parameters can be extracted
using the relation between S-parameters and material properties that is given by
the following set of equations [28]:
S21 = S12 =
T (1− Γ2)
1− Γ2T 2 (3.5)
S11 = S22 =
Γ(1− T 2)
1− Γ2T 2 (3.6)
Γ =
γ0μ− γμ0
γ0μ + γμ0
, T = e−γd (3.7)
γ0 =
w
c
, γ =
w
c
√
μrr (3.8)
where d is the thickness of the material under test, Γ is the reﬂection coeﬃcient
of the sample, T is the transmission coeﬃcient through the sample, γ and γ0 are
the propagation constants in sample and free-space, respectively.
Agilent 85071E Material Measurement Software oﬀers diﬀerent methods
according to the material type. If the material is known to be non-magnetic,
only dielectric constant is calculated assuming the permeability of the material
is the same as free space permeability. This method gives the most accurate
results for non-magnetic materials. Another method is the ’Nicholson-Ross
Model’ which gives the best results for magnetic materials by calculating all
the material properties.
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Measured dielectric constants for RO4003CR© high frequency laminate of
Rogers Corporation [37] and ROHACELL R© HF-71 foam along the X-band are
shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Dielectric constant and loss tangent of RO4003CR© Laminate
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Figure 3.8: Dielectric constant and loss tangent of ROHACELL R© HF-71 Foam
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Rogers Corporation states the dielectric constant (′r) of RO4003C
R© as 3.38±
0.05 and the loss tangent as 0.0035 maximum at 10GHz [37]. They do not declare
that the results shown on the data sheet will be achieved by a user for a particular
purpose. The suitability of the material for a speciﬁc application is left to the
user. In the free space dielectric measurement setup, the dielectric constant (′r)
of RO4003CR© is measured as 3.85± 0.05 and the loss tangent is around 0.005 at
10GHz. The measured dielectric constant of ROHACELL R© HF-71 foam agrees
well with the one speciﬁed in the data sheet except for the loss tangent.
The measurement results of complex parameters (′′r)–thus loss tangents– are
not as accurate as real parameters (′r) because the materials under test are
low-loss materials and free space method does not oﬀer high resolution in the
measurement of the imaginary part of the permittivity. However, we obtain
repeatable and reasonable results by cascading more than one slab, namely
increasing the thickness of the material under test and thus the overall loss.
These values are used as inputs to the design of dielectric loaded FSS in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 4
FSS Radome Design and
Measurements
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the comparative investigation of slot and loop type FSSs
presented in Section 2.4 is employed for the design of hybrid FSS radomes. The
dielectric measurement results obtained in Chapter 3 are utilized throughout the
design process. Three types of hybrid FSS radomes operating at X-band are
designed and fabricated. Two of them are slot FSSs with diﬀerent inter-element
spacing and slot length, and the other is a modiﬁed loop type FSS what we call
single polarized loop FSS. A conventional loop FSS is modiﬁed in such a way that
one of the polarizations is eliminated because the antenna for which the radomes
are designed is single polarized.
In Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, slot and single polarized loop FSS designs are
given together with simulations supported by measurement results, respectively.
Section 4.4 provides a comparison of frequency responses of the slot and the
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single polarized loop FSSs in terms of the resonant frequency, bandwidth and
sharpness of the transition from pass-band to stop-band.
4.2 Slot FSSs
The design of the two hybrid slot FSS radomes with diﬀerent inter-element
spacings has been presented in this section. Being the basis for most of the
band-pass FSSs, slot FSS is chosen to be investigated in detail. It has been
demonstrated in Section 2.4.1 that a single layer slot FSS resonates when its
length is approximately half-wavelength. The bandwidth of the transmission
curve depends on both the thickness of the slot and the inter-element spacings
as explained before.
In this manner, double-layer slot FSSs with diﬀerent inter-element spacings
have been designed to operate at a center frequency f1 with diﬀerent bandwidths.
Note that the center frequency f1 is a frequency at X-band, and in this work
it is not given explicitly because of being company conﬁdential information for
Aselsan Inc. The electrical spacing between the FSS layers is chosen to be around
λ/4 for the best ﬁlter curve as suggested in Section 2.3.1.
4.2.1 Fabricated Prototypes
Two diﬀerent slot FSSs are fabricated as shown in Figure 4.1. These two slot
FSSs, whose unit cell dimensions are given in Table 4.1, are labeled as Slot
FSS-1 and Slot FSS-2 to avoid confusion. For both FSS topologies, two FSS
layers are sandwiched between three dielectric slabs. The dielectric proﬁle shown
in Figure 4.2-left is the same for all FSS radomes throughout this work.
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dx (mm) dy (mm) l (mm) t (mm)
Slot FSS-1 13 13 11.5 1.2
Slot FSS-2 15 15 11.7 1.2
Table 4.1: Unit cell dimensions of the two slot FSSs
Figure 4.1: Fabricated hybrid slot FSS radome; (a) Front view, (b) Geometry of
the unit cell
In the fabrication process, chemical etching technique with photolithography
has been employed. The slot FSSs have been implemented on a
RO4003CR© high-frequency laminate, which is commercially available from
Rogers Corporation. Low dielectric loss of this laminate facilitates its use in many
applications where higher operating frequencies limit the use of conventional
circuit board laminates [37]. The copper cladding on the unetched side of the
laminate has been dissolved by chemical etching procedure. By this way, we
have obtained thin FSS sheets of slot elements with dielectric slabs on one side.
These FSS sheets are carefully aligned face to face with dielectric slabs on the
other sides as shown in Figure 4.2 right. A 7.5mm thick ROHACELL R© HF-71
foam is used between the FSS sheets to support them. The dielectric properties
of both the outer and inner dielectric materials have been measured in free-space
dielectric measurement setup as presented in Section 3.3.2. The measured
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dielectric parameters and other relevant dimensions are given in Table 4.2 for
RO4003CR© laminate and ROHACELL R© HF-71 foam.
Intermediate slab Outer slabs
Material ROHACELL R© HF-71 RO4003C R©
Relative dielectric constant 1.075 3.85
Slab thickness (mm) 7.5 0.508
Thickness of the copper cladding (μm) NA 35
Loss tangent <0.005 <0.005
Table 4.2: Dielectric slab properties
The precise alignment of FSS sheets in line has utmost importance since
transmission loss at resonance may occur if the two arrays are displaced [6]. By
use of EM transparent adhesive tapes, sandwich structures shown in Figure 4.2
right have been stuck together and the resulting hybrid radome of Figure 4.1
is obtained. The resulting radome is 8.5mm thick with length l = 204cm and
height h = 21cm. Note that this procedure has been performed for both slot
FSSs and eventually two radomes have been fabricated. The slot FSS-1 radome
and slot FSS-2 radomes have been constructed from double layer arrays of 2496
and 1904 unit elements, respectively.
4.2.2 Measurements & Simulations
Numerical calculations of the transmission curves for the FSS radomes have been
performed by CST Microwave Studio R©, which is a full-wave 3D electromagnetic
solver [36]. Rather than the whole FSS array, only the constituting unit cell
is simulated by means of unit cell simulation as explained in Section 2.2. The
fabricated radome prototypes have been measured in free space measurement
setup shown in Figure 4.3. This setup consists of:
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Figure 4.2: Dielectric proﬁle for hybrid FSS radomes; Left : Cross-section with
d1 = 7.5mm, 1 ≈ 1.075, d2 = 0.508mm, 2 ≈ 3.85, Right : Sandwiching the
layers
• Agilent Technologies PNA series N5230A vector network analyzer,
• 2 constant gain X-band (8.2-12.4GHz) horn antennas,
• a sample holder,
• 50 Ω coaxial cables connecting antennas to network analyzer,
• and wideband RF absorbers.
Figure 4.3: Free Space Transmission Measurement Setup
Measuring the frequency response of FSSs is challenging when compared to
that of a classic microwave ﬁlter. Scattering parameters of a microwave ﬁlter
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can be measured by simply connecting it to the ports of a network analyzer
after a two-port (or thru) calibration. Transmission response measurement of an
FSS involves challenges such as multipath reﬂections and edge diﬀractions in the
system. When these ray components are combined with the direct rays passing
through the FSS sample, the resulting transmission curve may be extremely
oscillatory with unwanted ripple levels. Agilent PNA series vector network
analyzer oﬀers time domain option which allows the user to make transformations
between the frequency and time domains. In order to overcome the undesired
reﬂections in the system, time domain gating has been employed throughout
the measurements. By doing so, the rays which travel longer durations than
the direct rays have been eliminated. Once the unwanted reﬂections in the
system have been eliminated by applying a gating window in time domain, the
transmission curves are smooth and ’ripple-free’. The duration of the gating
window in time domain should be chosen carefully. For this purpose, a thin
planar metal plate is placed on the sample holder and S11 is plotted in time
domain. The width of the reﬂected signal from the metal plate determines the
duration of the gating window to be applied. If this duration is much more than it
should be, then there will be ripples in the frequency domain transmission curve.
On the other hand, a very narrow gating window will lead to a very smooth
transmission curve with reduced accuracy and errors at frequencies close to the
edges of measurement band. Measured and simulated transmission curves for slot
FSS-1 and slot FSS-2 are presented in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, respectively.
The simulations are performed between 5-15GHz whereas the measurements are
done between at X-band because the antennas are operating at X-band and
measurement system is designed for this frequency band. Measurements of both
FSSs are carried out with time domain gating. Figure 4.5 additionally shows the
transmission curve measured without gating for comparison purposes.
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Figure 4.4: Measured and simulated transmission curves for slot FSS-1
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Figure 4.5: Measured and simulated transmission curves for slot FSS-2
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Frequency selective nature of the fabricated prototype radomes is evident
from the behavior of the transmission curves with resonant frequencies around
f1. It is obvious from both ﬁgures that quite good agreement is achieved between
the numerical and experimental results. For both FSSs, measured transmission
curves are smoother than simulated ones. This is an expected result of time
domain gating which is applied to avoid unwanted reﬂections in the system as
mentioned before. The inconsistency between numerical and experimental results
at frequencies around the edges of measurement band evolves from the time
domain gating. The measurement of slot FSS-2 without any gating proves this
statement in the way that numerical and experimental result coincide well around
the band edges as well. Out of band rejection around 1.25f1 is more than 25dB
for both simulation and measurement of slot FSS-2. Slot FSS-1 has a wider
bandwidth compared to slot FSS-2. This is simply because inter-element spacing
of slot FSS-1 is smaller (dx = dy = 13mm) than that of slot FSS-2 (dx = dy =
15mm). Slot FSS-1 has a 0.5dB bandwidth of 9.5%, whereas slot FSS-2 has 7.2%
bandwidth. As a consequence of this, the maximum out of band rejection oﬀered
by slot FSS-1 (∼20dB) is smaller than oﬀered by slot FSS-2 (∼25dB). Note that
the resonant frequency for both FSSs is around f1 since the slot elements have
approximately the same length.
4.3 Single Polarized Loop FSS
In this section the design of a single polarized loop FSS radome is presented.
Single polarized loop FSS is a slightly modiﬁed version of conventional loop FSS.
An ordinary square loop FSS, as mentioned in Section 2.4.2, is a polarization
independent structure exhibiting wider bandwidth than slot FSSs. The antenna,
which will be covered with FSS radome for RCS reduction, is a horizontally
polarized slotted waveguide array (SWGA) antenna. FSS radome must be
transparent at the operating frequency of the antenna and opaque at other
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threat radar frequencies and polarizations. Therefore, the conventional loop
FSS is modiﬁed to resonate only for horizontally polarized incoming waves and
reject vertically polarized waves. In addition to frequency selectivity, the single
polarized loop FSS has the function of polarization selectivity. Similar to the
slot FSS case, the center frequency of the single polarized loop FSS at X-band
will be denoted as f2.
4.3.1 Modifications in Conventional Loop FSS
The conventional loop element has been modiﬁed in order to obtain a polarization
selective surface. Due to the geometry of the square loop, it supports both
vertical and horizontal polarizations. The electric ﬁeld distribution on the loop
is shown in Figure 4.6 for a vertically polarized incident plane wave. By duality,
this distribution can also be envisioned as ﬁctitious magnetic current distribution.
Figure 4.6: Electric ﬁeld distribution on the square loop FSS at resonance
If a perfectly conducting thin strip is placed at the position where the electric
ﬁeld is maximum, the capacitive eﬀect between the pertinent conductors can
be removed. We have canceled out the capacitance by shorting the adjacent
conductors in the vertical direction as shown in Figure 4.7.
We call the thin conducting strips ’polarization cancelers’ as they cancel out
the vertical polarization component of the incident electric ﬁeld by removing the
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Figure 4.7: Unit cell of the single polarized loop FSS: vertical polarization is
eliminated by thin strips of thickness b = 0.2mm. Other dimensions are dx =
dy = 15mm, l = 9mm, t = 1.5mm
capacitance between the vertical conductors. The eﬀect of these polarization
cancelers on transmission is shown in Figure 4.8 for both co- (horizontal) and
cross-polarizations (vertical) for single layer unloaded FSSs.
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Figure 4.8: Eﬀect of polarization cancelers on transmission for co- and
cross-polarizations
It is evident from Figure 4.8 that vertical polarization is eliminated whereas
horizontal polarization is not aﬀected. The transmission curves for conventional
loop FSS and modiﬁed single polarized loop FSS coincide very well for horizontal
polarization. The cross polarization rejection is about 12dB at resonance for
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single layer case; however, it will be shown in Section 4.3.3 that polarization
rejection level around 25dB can be achieved for double layer FSS case.
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Figure 4.9: Variation of transmission with polarization canceler thickness b (dx =
dy = 15mm, l = 9mm, t = 1.5mm)
Figure 4.9 shows that polarization canceler thickness does not have a
signiﬁcant eﬀect on transmission curve. There is a slight shift upwards in the
resonant frequency when the thickness is increased.
4.3.2 Fabricated Prototype
The single polarized loop FSS is fabricated as shown in Figure 4.10 with the unit
cell dimensions given in the caption. Two FSS layers are sandwiched between
three dielectric slabs. The same dielectric proﬁle of slot FSSs shown in Figure 4.2
left is applied. The fabrication is implemented exactly in the same way as in
slot FSSs case. The fabricated radome prototype is 8.5mm thick with length
l = 204cm and height h = 21cm.
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Figure 4.10: Fabricated single polarized loop FSS radome; (a) Front view, (b)
Geometry of the unit cell: dx = dy = 15mm, l = 9mm, t = 1.5mm, b = 0.2mm
4.3.3 Measurements & Simulations
The transmission coeﬃcients of the single polarized loop FSS radome for
both polarizations are obtained by unit cell simulation in CST Microwave
Studio R©. The fabricated radome prototype has been measured in the free-space
measurement system shown in Figure 4.3 with the same calibration settings as
in slot FSS measurements.
Numerical and experimental transmission curves are presented in Figure 4.11
for both horizontal and vertical polarizations. Very good agreement is obtained
between the simulated and measured results. The passband extends from 0.9f2
to 1.1f2 with f2 being the center frequency. Note that the center frequency
of the single polarized loop FSS is slighty larger than that of slot FSSs (f2 =
1.05f1). The measured resonant frequency is shifted 0.01f2 upwards compared
to the simulated one. The measured 0.5dB bandwidth of the FSS radome is
slightly narrower than the simulated bandwidth. Cross polarization level is
approximately -25dB around the resonance. Undesired polarization component
of the incident signal can be suppressed about 25dB at the center frequency. This
clearly shows that the single polarized loop FSS radome is also a polarization
selective structure. Simulated and measured insertion loss levels in the passband
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coincide well, too. Minor discrepancies can be attributed to tolerances in the
fabrication process, possible errors in the measurement due to time domain gating
and fringing eﬀects at the edges of the FSS radome.
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Figure 4.11: Measured and simulated transmission curves for single polarized
loop FSS
4.4 Discussions on the Mentioned FSS Topologies
Throughout this chapter, three diﬀerent hybrid FSS radomes have been designed,
fabricated and their frequency responses have been studied both numerically and
experimentally. Two of these radomes are based on slot FSSs and the third one
utilizes a modiﬁed single polarized loop FSS unique to this work. In the case
of all three radomes, the bandpass behavior of slot and modiﬁed loop FSSs
can be observed in the vicinity of the resonant frequency. The two slot FSSs,
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Simulated Measured
Center Frequency f1 1.01f1
Slot FSS-1 BW 9.5% 7.3%
Loss (dB max.) 0.18 0.33
Center Frequency f1 1.01f1
Slot FSS-2 BW 7.4% 5.2%
Loss (dB max.) 0.24 0.45
Center Frequency f2 1.01f2
Single Polarized Loop FSS BW 18.9% 15%
Loss (dB max.) 0.31 0.39
Table 4.3: Simulated and measured frequency characteristics of investigated FSS
topologies
which have slot elements of approximately the same length, resonate at the center
frequency of f1. Their center frequencies are measured to be 1.01f1 for both. Slot
FSS-1 has a wider bandwidth than slot FSS-2 because inter-element spacings are
smaller than that of slot FSS-2. Due to closer inter-element spacings, slot FSS-1
exhibits a stronger resonance and has a transmission loss (0.18dB) less than
slot FSS-2 has (0.24dB). The simulated and measured center frequencies, 0.5dB
bandwidths and transmission losses of all FSS topologies are given in Table 4.3.
The measured bandwidths of the slot FSS-1 and slot FSS-2 are %2.2 narrower
when compared with the simulated bandwidths. For all FSS structures, the
diﬀerence between the simulated and measured center frequencies are %1. When
the single polarized loop FSS is compared with the slot FSSs, it is evident that the
loop FSS has a broader bandwidth than both slot FSSs. Its bandwidth extends
nearly to 15% whereas slot FSS-2 with the same inter-element spacings have a
percentage bandwidth of almost one-third of that. However; slot FSSs, which are
narrow banded when compared to loop FSS, oﬀer deeper out of band rejection.
For example, the slot FSS-2 has a rejection level more than 25dB at 1.25f1,
whereas the rejection level of the loop FSS at the same frequency (1.2f2) is only
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around 10dB. The same comparison can be made between slot FSS-1 and slot
FSS-2. Rejection levels of slot FSS-1 and slot FSS-2 are about 20dB and 25dB,
respectively. Analogous to microwave ﬁlter theory, there is a trade-oﬀ between
bandwidth and sharpness of transmission curves of frequency selective surfaces.
Optimum element type and inter-element spacing must be determined according
to the requirements of the application. In our case, all the fabricated radome
prototypes can cover the operating band of the antenna with a transmission loss
below 0.5dB.
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Chapter 5
Radiation Pattern Measurements
5.1 Introduction
In literature, integration of an antenna with a frequency selective surface has
been ﬁrst reported in [17] to the best of our knowledge. In that work, Erdemli et
al. utilized FSS to enhance antenna radiation eﬃciency for its high impedance
characteristic like an artiﬁcial magnetic conductor. In addition, multilayer FSS
structures combined with open-end waveguide radiators have been presented
in [18]-[20]. However, they investigated only the ﬁltering performance of the
integrated module. In contrast to them, in this chapter we will present the
radiation pattern measurements of a slotted-waveguide antenna with and without
FSS radome prototypes in addition to free-space transmission measurements of
the last chapter. The radiation pattern measurements presented in this chapter
are conducted in the near-ﬁeld antenna test range of Aselsan Inc.
Section 5.2 gives a brief description of the near-ﬁeld test range with the basic
idea behind near-ﬁeld antenna measurement. Measured E- and H-plane radiation
patterns of the antenna with/without FSS radome prototypes are presented in
Section 5.3 and Section 5.4, respectively. Note that E-plane corresponds to
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the azimuth and H-plane corresponds to the elevation cuts for the horizontally
polarized antenna. Finally, discussions on the measurement results are provided
in Section 5.5.
5.2 The Near-Field Test Range
The slotted-waveguide array antenna to be covered with FSS radome is a
fan-beam antenna with a largest dimension of D about 1 meter. The Fraunhofer
distance or the far-ﬁeld distance, d, is considered to be;
d =
2D2
λ
(5.1)
where D is the largest antenna dimension and λ is the wavelength. Separating
the antenna under test (AUT) and the source antenna by this distance reduces
the phase variation across the AUT enough to obtain a reasonably good antenna
pattern. The Fraunhofer distance of the slotted waveguide antenna, d, is above
100 meters for a frequency at X-band (24mm < λ < 36mm). An anechoic
chamber of this size does not exist; instead, a near-ﬁeld antenna test range is
used for this type of measurements.
The near-ﬁeld antenna test range is a very compact and advanced antenna
measurement facility (See Figure 5.1). Near-ﬁeld measurements are conducted
by scanning a small probe antenna over a planar surface. The AUT is ﬁxed
on a stationary mount and a near ﬁeld probe, a short distance from the AUT,
is moved along a ﬂat surface. The collected near-ﬁeld data is transformed to
a far-ﬁeld antenna pattern by use of a Fourier transform. Not only antenna
patterns but also antenna polarization errors, directivity and antenna gain can
be measured with this system. Antenna measurements within frequencies ranging
from 0.8GHz up to 50GHz can be conducted with the aid of several near ﬁeld
measurement probes.
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Figure 5.1: The near-ﬁeld antenna test range of Aselsan Inc.
5.3 E-Plane Radiation Patterns
The radiation pattern measurements are conducted for ﬁve diﬀerent frequencies
along the operating band of the slotted waveguide antenna. For being company
conﬁdential information for Aselsan Inc., the operating frequency and the
bandwidth of the mentioned experimental antenna is prohibited to be disclosed
explicitly. Therefore, the equally separated measurement frequencies will be
labeled as 0.98f1, 0.99f1, f1, 1.01f1 and 1.02f1 with f1 being the center frequency
of the antenna at X-band. Recall from the previous chapter that f1 is also the
center frequency of the slot FSS-1 and slot FSS-2 radomes. The center frequency
of the single polarized loop FSS, f2 is slightly larger than f1 (f2 = 1.05f1).
The FSS radome prototype to be tested has been integrated to antenna
aperture such that the aperture of the antenna is completely covered with the
FSS radomes. Some foam spacers have been used between the antenna and the
FSS radome in all cases. The antenna-FSS separation is optimized after some
measurements at the center frequency.
Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns of the antenna with/without slot
FSSs are given in Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 for frequencies 0.98f1 to
1.02f1, respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1 and
slot FSS-2 radomes, f = 0.98f1
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Figure 5.3: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1 and
slot FSS-2 radomes, f = 0.99f1
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Figure 5.4: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1 and
slot FSS-2 radomes, f = f1
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Figure 5.5: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1 and
slot FSS-2 radomes, f = 1.01f1
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Figure 5.6: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1 and
slot FSS-2 radomes, f = 1.02f1
The main-beam direction and half-power beamwidth of the antenna is kept
constant when slot FSS-1 or slot FSS-2 radome is integrated to the antenna.
Peak side-lobe level (SLL), which is about -40dB for the antenna itself, increases
to -30dB with the implementation of slot FSS radomes.
The measured antenna patterns with/without single polarized loop FSS
radome are plotted in Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 for frequencies 0.98f1
to 1.02f1, respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = 0.98f1
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Figure 5.8: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = 0.99f1
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Figure 5.9: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = f1
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Figure 5.10: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = 1.01f1
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Figure 5.11: Normalized E-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = 1.02f1
Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 show that the main-beam direction
and half-power beamwidth of the antenna is kept constant with/without single
polarized loop FSS. Peak side-lobe level (SLL), which is about -40dB for the
antenna itself, increases to -35dB with the implementation of loop FSS radome.
No squint is observed in the main beam.
5.4 H-Plane Radiation Patterns
H-plane (elevation) radiation pattern measurements of the antenna with/without
FSS radome prototypes have been conducted with the same measurement
settings as in E-plane (azimuth) measurements. Actually, one measurement is
enough to obtain both E-plane and H-plane patterns in near-ﬁeld test range in
contrast with the far-ﬁeld measurement techniques. Measured H-plane antenna
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patterns with/without slot FSS radomes are given in Figures 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15
and 5.16 for frequencies 0.98f1 to 1.02f1.
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Figure 5.12: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1
and slot FSS-2 radomes, f = 0.98f1
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Figure 5.13: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1
and slot FSS-2 radomes, f = 0.99f1
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Figure 5.14: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1
and slot FSS-2 radomes, f = f1
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Figure 5.15: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1
and slot FSS-2 radomes, f = 1.01f1
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Figure 5.16: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without slot FSS-1
and slot FSS-2 radomes, f = 1.02f1
The H-plane (elevation) patterns of the antenna with/without slot FSS
radomes show excellent agreement as seen above. Half-power beamwidth,
side-lobe level and main beam directions do not change with the integration
of slot FSS radomes.
Similarly, the integration of single polarized loop FSS radome does not cause
any change in the H-plane pattern of the antenna. Measured H-plane patterns
are presented in Figures 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 for the loop FSS case.
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Figure 5.17: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = 0.98f1
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Figure 5.18: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = 0.99f1
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Figure 5.19: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = f1
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Figure 5.20: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = 1.01f1
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Figure 5.21: Normalized H-plane amplitude patterns with/without single
polarized loop FSS radome, f = 1.02f1
5.5 Discussions
An FSS radome is intended to leave the electrical performance of the
enclosed antenna unaﬀected; however, in practice its presence may introduce
a perturbation on antenna performance in terms of an increase in the side lobe
level, reduction of polarization purity, and tilting of the main beam [34].
In this chapter, three fabricated planar FSS radome prototypes have been
investigated in terms of their eﬀects on the radiation performance of a very
narrow-beam slotted waveguide array (SWGA) antenna. Results of the E-plane
pattern measurements presented in Section 5.3 show that slot FSS-1 and slot
FSS-2 radomes have increased the side-lobe level (SLL) of the antenna from -40dB
to about -30dB. Direction of maximum radiation and half-power beamwidth do
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not change with these slot FSS radomes. It can be clearly concluded that the
performance of the single polarized loop FSS radome is much better than that
of either of the slot FSSs. Single polarized loop FSS radome increases SLL
only about 5dB. Neither the main beam direction nor the half-power beamwidth
change for the loop FSS case. Furthermore, the input impedance of the antenna
does not change remarkably with the integration of FSS radome prototypes when
the separation between the antenna and the FSS radome is optimized.
Table 5.1 shows the cross-polarization levels of the antenna with/without FSS
radomes measured at frequencies 0.98f1 to 1.02f1. The reduction of polarization
purity is below 3dB for all cases.
0.98f1 0.99f1 f1 1.01f1 1.02f1
No FSS 30.59 32.00 32.29 32.48 33.26
Slot FSS-1 30.06 30.72 29.75 31.37 32.95
Sing. Pol. Loop FSS 27.35 29.84 30.78 31.13 32.19
Table 5.1: Measured cross polarization rejection levels in dB
When H-plane patterns in Section 5.4 are examined, it is evident that neither
of the FSS radomes aﬀects the antenna radiation performance in elevation.
The half-power beamwidth of the slotted waveguide antenna is much narrower
in E-plane (azimuth) than that in H-plane (elevation). The aperture of the
antenna under test is approximately 1 meter long by 10cm high. Antenna
elements have an amplitude taper in E-plane to satisfy SLL < −40dB condition.
Therefore, small scale perturbations caused by the presence of the FSS structure
modify the slot admittances causing a disturbance in the amplitude taper along
E-plane through the aperture of the SWGA. This causes an increase in the side
lobe levels of the E-plane far-ﬁeld antenna patterns. It is also observed that
reactive eﬀects of the single polarized loop FSS have negligible perturbations on
the slot admittances of the antenna array nearby the center frequency of the
FSS radome (0.95f2 < f < 1.05f2). The possibility of the FSS radome to have
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fabrication errors in the elevation is less when compared to that in horizontal
direction. As a result, antenna patterns with/without FSS radomes agree better
in elevation compared to those in azimuth.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, diﬀerent types of band-pass frequency selective surfaces (FSS)
comprising slot elements and modiﬁed loop elements, namely single polarized
loop FSS, have been extensively studied with their applications to hybrid FSS
radomes. These surfaces have been the subject of intensive investigation for their
widespread applications as spatial microwave and optical ﬁlters.
In Chapter 2, unit element parameters as well as the dielectric proﬁle of
the FSS structures have been numerically analyzed by unit cell simulation. A
comparative investigation of diﬀerent FSS types is provided with a detailed
parametric study. Eﬀects of cascading periodic arrays and dielectric loading
on the transmission curves have been presented with numerical results.
In Chapter 3, several dielectric measurement techniques have been brieﬂy
explained. Throughout them, free-space measurement technique is employed for
the modeling of dielectric materials to be used in hybrid FSS radome design. It
has been observed that RO4003C R© - the supporting material of the FSS sheets
has a dielectric constant of approximately 3.85 at X-band although it is stated
as 3.38 by the manufacturer. Accurate measurement of dielectric properties of a
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material and proper characterization of them in the analysis play a crucial role
in an FSS radome design.
Making use of the dielectric measurement results, three diﬀerent hybrid FSS
radomes have been designed, fabricated, tested and compared in Chapter 4. Two
of these radomes are based on slot elements with diﬀerent inter-element spacings,
namely slot FSS-1 and slot FSS-2; the third is a modiﬁed loop FSS (named single
polarized loop FSS) radome unique to this work. A conventional polarization
independent square loop FSS has been modiﬁed in such a way that one of the
polarizations is eliminated by placing thin conductors on the corresponding gaps
(i.e. top and bottom gaps to remove vertical polarization) of the loop. Good
agreement has been achieved between numerical and experimental results for
all FSSs. It has been observed that slot FSSs of nearly same slot length and
diﬀerent inter-element spacing yield resonances around the same center frequency
with diﬀerent bandwidths. The single polarized loop FSS has much broader
bandwidth than the two slot FSSs. This diﬀerence is believed to be the result
of enhanced electric coupling between the adjacent conductors of loop FSS.
However, the out-of-band rejection of single polarized loop FSS is not as much
as that of the slot FSSs. The diﬀerences of slot based and loop based FSSs in
terms of their operational bandwidth and out-of-band rejection levels can make
them preferable for diﬀerent applications.
In Chapter 5, radiation pattern measurements of the slotted waveguide array
antenna (SWGA) have been performed with/without FSS radome prototypes in
addition to transmission response measurements of Chapter 4. In contrast with
most of the published work which oﬀer only free-space transmission/reﬂection
curves; we present radiation performance measurements with the FSS radomes as
well. The H-plane (elevation) measurement results show that antenna elevation
patterns with/without FSS radome excellently match each other. However, it is
observed that the E-plane (azimuth) patterns have been destroyed to some extent
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with the integration of slot FSS-1 and slot FSS-2 radomes to the SWGA. Single
polarized loop FSS radome has performed pretty good for E-plane in addition
to H-plane. Main lobe of the antenna has remained unchanged with the single
polarized loop FSS. Maximum side-lobe level increase in the azimuth is below
5dB for all frequencies.
Adaptation of hybrid FSS radome to the slotted waveguide antenna has been
achieved without any signiﬁcant reduction in the radiation performance. The
antenna with hybrid FSS radome, which is transparent at antenna operating
frequencies and opaque at other frequencies, has the advantage of superior
mechanical durability as well as reduced out-of-band radar cross section (RCS).
As a future work, this study can be extended to the designs of conformal
FSS structures for curved platforms. Also, by cascading FSS layers of
diﬀerent resonant frequencies, designs with multiple transmission bands can be
achieved. Moreover, by employing PIN diode switches, frequency responses and
polarization properties of these structures can be electronically controlled.
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Appendix A
Floquet’s Theorem
Let us consider a wave propagating in periodic structures, which may be
characterized by periodic boundary conditions or a periodically varied dielectric
constant. We note that the ﬁelds at a point z in an inﬁnite periodic structure
diﬀer from the ﬁelds one period L away by a complex constant. This is obviously
true because in an inﬁnite periodic structure, there should be no diﬀerence
between the ﬁelds at z and at z + L except for the constant attenuation and
phase shift. Let a function u(z) represent a wave. Then a wave u(z) at z and a
wave u(z + L) at z + L are related in the same manner as a wave u(z + L) at
z + L and a wave u(z + 2L) at z + 2L.
Mathematically, we write
u(z + L)
u(z)
=
u(z + 2L)
u(z + L)
=
u(z + mL)
u(z + (m− 1)L) = C. (A.1)
From this we obtain
u(z + mL) = Cmu(z). (A.2)
The constant C is in general complex, which we write
C = e−jβL, β = complex, (A.3)
and β represents the propagation constant.
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Now let us consider a function
R(z) = ejβzu(z). (A.4)
Then R(z+L) = ejβ(z+L)u(z+L) = R(z). Therefore, R(z) is a periodic function
of z with the period L, and thus can be represented in a Fourier series.
R(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Ane
−j(2nπ/L)z. (A.5)
Using (A.4), we ﬁnally obtain a general expression for a wave in a periodic
structure with the period L.
u(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Ane
−j(β+2nπ/L)z
=
∞∑
n=−∞
Ane
−jβnz, βn = β +
2nπ
L
. (A.6)
Noting that, in general, the wave consists of both positive-going and
negative-going waves, we write
u(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Ane
−jβnz +
∞∑
n=−∞
Bne
+jβnz. (A.7)
This is a representation of a wave in periodic structures in a form of an inﬁnite
series, resembling harmonic representation (e−jωnt) in time. The nth term in
(A.6) is called the nth space harmonic or Hartree harmonic [35]. Equation (A.7)
is the mathematical representation of Floquet’s theorem, which states that the
wave in periodic structures consists of an inﬁnite number of space harmonics.
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